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ABSTRACT

Dangdut  is  one  of  Indonesian  notably-admired  and  most  popular  musics.

However, since 1970s to current days, dangdut still  holds stigma related to lower-

middle class society audiences. This stigma makes dangdut used by politicians or any

political party to hold their campaigns along. Dangdut is utilized as mass mobilization

tool, gathering people to where politicians will conduct their speeches.

This paper aims to comprehend how power relation occurs on dangdut usage

as political campaign media. The locus will be hold in Yogyakarta, which focus is laid

on dangdut group titled Gilas OBB which once asked by one political party to be on

stage along with the party campaign.

The result  of  this  research  concludes  that  the  power-relation  occurred  in  this

matter, is, as the matter of fact, suitable with Michel Foucault theory about how the

power walks along in two paths which eventually results its own counter. Dangdut’s

characteristics of simplicity and easily-understood by its audiences eventually have

been seen merely as mass mobilization tool which has nothing to do with initiating

ideology  to  society.  This  has  been  proved  when  power  (political  party)  holds

campaign involving society (dangdut spectator) while the people don’t relate party’s

ideology with dangdut of which they experience and see it only as sole entertainment.

Accordingly,  Gilas OBB as the performer didn’t  amenably follow the ideology of

political party which paid them, and instead, they carry on and declare their neutrality

and apathy approach in this matter.
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“Dangdut is The Music of My Country” is the title song of a pop music group

called Project Pop which was popular in Indonesia in the decade of 2003. The phrase

in  the  song  seems  to  emphasize  a  statement  that  in  the  midst  of  multicultural

Indonesian  society,  dangdut  is  original  Indonesian  music  that  can  unite  all  these

differences into a single Indonesian national identity.

In the early 1970s, Indian-based music played by Malay orchestras crystallized

into dangdut. The notion of dangdut as "people's" music emerged in this era. And

since then it has become a theme that never fades.1 Dangdut was then stigmatized as

folk music, in its development this has led to the branding of dangdut as original

Indonesian music. The stamp emerged with the consideration that most dangdut music

lovers are the lower-middle class who are often labeled as people. As Ariel Heryanto

puts it, however, the popular understanding of the people still persists: the people as

innocent  figures  who  are  morally  superior,  economically  weak,  but  politically

sovereign, who often suffer injustices caused by the rich and powerful.2

The statement above confirms that since its birth in the 1970s as a synthesis of

Indian, Malay, and rock elements such as those played by Rhoma Irama and Soneta

Group, dangdut is no longer just a music and national cultural identity, exactly what

Project  Pop says.  In  dangdut  there  are  various  other  aspects  such as  politics  and

economics.

Pic 1; Evie Tamala in the PDIP Campaign (Photo: Andrew Weintraub).

1 Andrew Weintraub. Dangdut: Musik, Identitas, Dan Budaya Indonesia. (Jakarta: Gramedia Pustaka 
Utama. 2012), 90.
2 Ariel Heryanto. “The Years of Living Luxoriosly: Identity Politics of Indonesia’s  New Rich”. Dalam
M. Pinches, ed. Culture and Privilege In Capitalist Asia. (London: Routledge. 1999), 162.



Andrew Weintraub, for example, found that dangdut can be a powerful political

communication medium to mobilize the masses or the people. He noted that in the

1990s dangdut  had begun to be used as a medium for political  campaigns by the

ruling party at that time. And the practice of political communication using dangdut

has finally survived until now. Even though some political science experts have stated

that the effect is not on electability but on mass mobilization in the campaign area. ---

it can be an attraction, because it is able to mobilize grassroots or lower class people

to come.3

Gilas  OBB is  a  dangdut  group from Yogyakarta  whose  members  are  mostly

young people. They are Candra (guitar one), Iyan (guitar two), Wisnu Penjol (Suling

or  flute),  Irawan (bass),  Julian  (keyboard one),  Umam (drums),  Agung (keyboard

two),  Gendut (ketipung), and Kingkin (MC). ). In 2009 this group of young people

liked the dangdut genre of music and finally decided to form a dangdut group.

Pic 2; Gilas OBB. (Photo: Moch Khatibul Umam).

At first Gilas OBB played music they called 'rockdut' or rock dangdut. Namely a

blend of rock music with conventional instruments such as guitar, bass, drums and

keyboards that play rock-style riffs. And combined with elements of dangdut music in

3 Gun Gun Heryanto. Masyarakat Lebih Tertarik Dangdut Ketimbang Program Partai. (Detik.com).



the form of beats of ketipung, blowing flutes,  and vocals with distinctive dangdut

twists.

However,  along  with  developments,  Gilas  OBB  admits  that  their  music  is

increasingly leaning towards dangdut koplo, the latest variant of dangdut which was

popular in East Java and Pantura areas. Dangdut koplo with a faster tempo is now

much  favored  by  dangdut  connoisseurs.  Although  Rhoma  Irama  as  the  king  of

dangdut, who is considered the founder of the foundation of dangdut music, thinks

that koplo is not part of dangdut and cannot be called dangdut because it has come out

of the standard of dangdut,4 but the fact is that many dangdut fans today are fond of

dangdut koplo. This forced Gilas OBB to also change the concept of their music from

rockdut to dangdut koplo in order to be accepted by the audience.

2014 is a political year because in this year the general election is held. All partai

politik (political parties) and politicians are competing to find ways to attract people's

sympathy to get closer to them. Then use their vote at the time of the election so that

the politician can hold the reins of power in the government. One of the methods used

to attract the masses by political parties and politicians is dangdut music.  Andrew

Weintraub notes that since the 1970s, politicians have used dangdut, a form of 'folk

music', to rally the masses in campaigns. Rhoma Irama occupies a privileged position

in political campaigns because he has long been identified with the 'people'. Rhoma

has long been involved in the national political arena, at first as a cadre of the Partai

Persatuan  Pembangunan  or  PPP  (United  Development  Party),  then  changed  his

direction to become a member of the Partai Golongan Karya or Golkar party.5

This study seeks to find out what kind of power relations are behind the use of

dangdut  music  as  a  medium  for  this  political  campaign?  Looking  at  the

ethnomusicological perspective that examines the cultural aspects of music, as well as

the post-structuralism paradigm of Michel Foucault.

Gilas OBB and Political Stage

Gilas OBB as a dangdut group that is quite famous in Yogyakarta has finally also

4 http://okezone.com/read/2012/03/05/386/587017/rhoma-irama-koplo-bukan-musik-
dangdut 
5 Weintraub, 2012, 3.

http://okezone.com/read/2012/03/05/386/587017/rhoma-irama-koplo-bukan-musik-dangdut
http://okezone.com/read/2012/03/05/386/587017/rhoma-irama-koplo-bukan-musik-dangdut


played  a  part  in  the  political  campaign.  It  was  the  Partai  Demokrasi  Indonesia

Perjuangan or PDIP that invited Gilas OBB to play in the open campaign of the party.

The  open  campaign  for  the  legislative  election  round  was  held  at  the  Denggung

Square, Sleman, Yogyakarta on March 25, 2014. Gilas OBB was paid around fifteen

million for one gig, entertaining the masses who attended the open campaign.

Pic 3; Gilas OBB in the PDIP campaign. (Photo: Slamet Riyadi)

However, in addition to playing for the legislative election campaign, previously

Gilas OBB was also often invited to play in the election campaign or the legislative

candidates at the district level. Since 2010 the Sleman branch of PDIP has invited

Gilas OBB to play in the campaign (Pilkada) and internal party events. However, they

are a bit different in appearance where for a big stage like the PDIP campaign they

play  in  the  form  of  a  full  band  or  full  personnel.  Meanwhile,  for  district-level

campaigns,  they  often  appear  in  a  mini  format  (electone)  with  fewer  personnel.

Usually  the  consideration  is  a  cheaper  rental  price,  so  Gilas  OBB only  displays

electones that are more efficient in price. Unlike the full set band.



Understanding Power-Relations

Before  we  can  find  out  what  kind  of  power  relations  are  behind  the  use  of

dangdut music as a medium for this political campaign, it is better to understand what

power  relations  are.  This  concept  was  introduced  by  the  French  philosopher  and

social  scientist  Michel  Foucault  as  a  critique  of  the  concept  of  power  that  was

previously widely used by Marxist thinkers. Previously, many Marxist thinkers such

as Louis Althusser thought that power always went in one direction from the top to

the bottom, from the powerful to the ruled. In its implementation in political life in

society, the government is the ruler and the people or society are objects or puppets

that are controlled and can be moved at will6. To more easily understand the power in

Althusser's glasses can be seen in the following picture:

Pic 4; Power according to Louis Althusser.

In the picture, it can be seen that there is a one-way repression process. There are

two boxes of power at the top that press a circle containing the weak at the bottom.

This  process  of  repression  occurs  in  one  direction,  the  parties  in  power,  whether

numbering one or many, are always on top and suppressing the weaker parties who

are at the bottom. The power party is an active subject and is able to do whatever he

wants, while the weak party is a passive object and can't do anything he wants. The

weak party as a passive object must obey whatever the will of the active power is.

Meanwhile,  Foucault  rejects  the  concept  of  power  as  such.  Instead  Foucault

describes that  a)  Power is  a system, a relational  network that covers all  levels of

society, not just a relation between 'the ruling' and the 'ruled'; b) individuals are not

6 Cf. L. Althusser. Essays on Ideology, (London, Verso. 1984).



just objects of power, but they are locus (locations) where power and resistance are

used.7 To more easily understand power in Foucault's perspective can be seen in the

following figure:

Pic 5; Power according to Michel Foucault.

In the picture it can be seen that a box containing the power is on top. While two

boxes containing the weak side are below. The conditions are more or less the same as

those described by Althusser that the power party suppresses or represses the weak

party. But the difference is Foucault's belief that the weak as an individual is not just a

passive  object.  The  individual  is  an  active  organic  subject,  in  the  sense  that  this

subject relates to other subjects and organizes. It can be seen in the picture that one

weak party is related to another weak party. So when the party in power represses

them, the weak party relates to another weak party and then raises resistance to the

power party. It can be seen in the picture that there is an arrow that returns to the top,

an arrow from the weak side returns to the strong side. This is the arrow of resistance.

After understanding what power relations are, we can read about power relations

like what happened in the dangdut phenomenon as a media for political campaigns.

Perhaps in political life in Indonesia all this time we have been more agree with the

first  concept  of  power,  that  the  government  (power)  always  makes  the  people  as

objects or puppets who can always be driven by various policies. With confidence in

that concept, we can be sure that dangdut is a medium used by the government to

steer people to follow its political agenda. Perhaps this could have happened in the

1970s, when dangdut began to be used for political campaigns. The time when Rhoma

7 Sara Mills. Michel Foucault (London, Routledge, 2003), 35.



Irama became a campaigner for Golkar and succeeded in dragging public opinion into

following Golkar's political agenda.8 As a result, Golkar became the ruling party for

thirty-two years. It's naive to think that it was Rhoma Irama and dangdut who brought

Golkar to power,  but  their  contribution in  leading the public to  follow the party's

agenda is undeniably quite large.

However, as Foucault believes, history does not run linearly, that changing times

will change the social conditions of a society. So conditions in the 70s are certainly

different from the 2000s and above. By using Foucault's analysis of power relations, it

can be read that dangdut is not always able to lead public opinion to consensus on

certain political forces. Society is not an object that can be driven by power (with

dangdut music) to follow their every agenda. Society is a subject, an individual who is

independent and can think about what is good and what is bad.9

With  Foucault's  concept  of  power  relations,  we  can  observe  that  in  the

relationship between Gilas OBB and the political party that hired  them. There is a

relationship  that  is  so  complex  and  more  than  just  a  relationship  between  'the

powerful' and the 'ruled'. This is proven by the conditions when Gilas OBB played for

the PDIP campaign in March 2014, even though the twenty five thousand people who

came to the open campaign were so many and so cheerful dancing and singing when

Gilas  OBB  performed  dangdut  songs,  but  not  necessarily  they  those  who  came

actually voted for PDIP when it was time to vote. Dangdut is simply to attract the

masses  so  that  they  can  come  to  the  place  because  there  is  entertainment.  The

important thing is to attract the masses first, collect them to a point. Despite the fact

that after dangdut entertainment, people usually leave political parties or politicians

who  are  giving  speeches.  PDIP  agrees  that  dangdut  music  is  used  as  a  media

campaign because this music is popular in the community. This is a kind of political

branding of the party, by presenting populist music in its campaign, the party wants to

show its constituents that they are close to the people.

8 Weintraub, 2012,  3-4.
9 Sergiu Băllan. M. Foucault’s View On Power Relations. Http://cogito.ucdc.ro/nr_2v2/M.
%20FOUCAULT'S%20VIEW%20ON%20POWER%20RELATIONS.pdf     

http://cogito.ucdc.ro/nr_2v2/M.%20FOUCAULT'S%20VIEW%20ON%20POWER%20RELATIONS.pdf
http://cogito.ucdc.ro/nr_2v2/M.%20FOUCAULT'S%20VIEW%20ON%20POWER%20RELATIONS.pdf


Resistance in Dangdut Power Relations and Political Campaigns

The public is more aware that dangdut is a medium that is being used by power to

drive them as a society to follow the political agenda of political parties. As explained

by Foucault in An Introduction. Vol. 1 of The History of Sexuality that as long as there

is power, there will be resistance.10 So the masses present at a political party campaign

happily sway and sing when a dangdut group plays on the stage, but when the dangdut

is finished and the politicians start giving speeches, the masses are usually too lazy to

listen to political speeches and most will leave the campaign site. This can be read as

a  form  of  resistance  to  power.  That  behind  all  the  sweet  promises  of  political

speeches,  the public  has  found it  hard to  trust  them anymore  so they resisted by

leaving the campaign site.

Gilas OBB as a dangdut artist who was asked by a political party to campaign

also apparently threw the same resistance. They never considered themselves to be

part of the political party that hired them. Gilas OBB does not ideologically agree

with every political party program that hires them. For Gilas OBB they are artists who

don't think about politics and too lazy to follow the details of political programs. They

consider their performances on the campaign stage only as a form of commercial or

making money. Their relationship with PDIP is considered to be a professional client

relationship without ideological ties. So if there is another political party that hires

Gilas OBB to play in their campaign, the invitation to play will still be accepted as

long as there is a decent amount and a contract stating that they only play music, not

bound by the party's ideological program. This is a form of resistance, Gilas OBB

fought back by claiming to be a neutral, apathetic artist, not taking sides with any of

the parties that hired them.

Closing

If Rhoma Irama as the king of dangdut has been campaigning on the political

stage since the 70s, it is predictable that his successor artists, those who play dangdut

music, will also be used by politicians for media campaigns. Gilas OBB as one of the

most well-regarded dangdut groups in Yogyakarta has finally entered the realm of the

10 Băllan, 2014.



political stage. When they were invited by one of the major political parties to play in

their campaign.

What is then interesting is the political stance of Gilas OBB. This is different

from Rhoma Irama, who used to campaign for PPP and Golkar with real ideologies.

In the sense that when Rhoma campaigned in both parties, then Rhoma ideologically

also  supported  any  party  program.  Rhoma  Irama  straightforwardly  declared  that

Rhoma Irama fully supported the party. While Gilas OBB turned out to be different,

when playing for  a  political  campaign,  they  dropped the  name Gilas  OBB.  They

played as an anonymous group. The disappearance of the name can be read as their

political stance. They see themselves simply as artists invited to make music. So Gilas

OBB did not ideologically follow the party program that invited them to play in the

campaign.  They did not  immediately proudly state  that  Gilas  OBB fully  supports

PDIP. Gilas OBB only came as an invited artist to play. And quite so. So if there are

other political parties that invite to play, even though Gilas OBB will still serve them

because their goal is only to make music as artists. Completely ignore the political

element of the campaign stage.

With  power  relations  that  have  been  read  as  above,  politicians  and  political

parties should immediately start politics of ideas. Selling these ideas to the people

during the campaign period. No longer using dangdut as a political branding because

in reality the people are not just objects, they are organic subjects who can think for

themselves and realize that dangdut is only a mass mobilization tool. Dangdut must

have a place of honor as a form of national art,  just  like when gamelan or other

Indonesian music has a place as a noble art of the nation.
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